Viewpoint Construction Software

Headquartered in Portland, Oregon USA, a division of Coaxis, Inc., provides construction-specific software solutions that address the unique needs of leading contractors throughout the U.S., Canada and Australia. Meeting the technology demands of mid-to-large-scale organizations, Viewpoint’s flagship product, Viewpoint V6 Software® was built on a contemporary and scalable Microsoft SQL.Net platform. A fully integrated software solution, V6 is a configurable application for all aspects of project management, financial planning and day-to-day operations. Viewpoint has been serving the software needs of General Contractors, Heavy/Civil Contractors and Specialty Subcontractors for over 35 years with more than 28 modules, including unique solutions in Work Order Management, Content Management and Service Management.

Products

**Viewpoint V6 Software** Viewpoint V6 Software® is a fully scalable and integrated SQL/.NET solution tailored specifically for mid-to-large sized construction companies. An application that scales easily and integrates with all key third-party software, V6 provides real-time data whenever needed.

V6 has integrated solutions custom-tailored for General, Heavy Highway and Specialty contractors featuring a complete suite of applications including: Accounting, Pre-Construction, Project Management, Job Cost, Equipment Management, Materials Management Document Management and HR. New features and benefits of V6 include enhanced process efficiencies for Project Management and Mobile Field Manager Powered by Resource Manager® - a mobile application for managing data in the field on popular smart phones and tablets.

**Service Management** As part of Viewpoint’s Service Management Module, the Work Order Management feature allows the creation and scheduling of Work Orders, captures actual work performed and bills completed work. The identification of work orders ready for review and billing either one at a time or all at once is simplified.

**Construction Imaging** Viewpoint’s flagship Enterprise Content Management (ECM) solution, Construction Imaging is tightly integrated with Viewpoint V6 Software and other leading construction ERP solutions and supports Microsoft Office, Outlook, SharePoint, Exchange, and Windows File Shares. Construction Imaging is a scalable solution that reduces costs and overhead through integrated process automation and document archiving - helping to minimize the challenges associated with paper and other electronic-based content.

**Cloud Computing** Viewpoint Construction Software provides cloud solutions to ensure that Viewpoint V6 Software and all daily business tools are maintained for smooth operation and are optimized, secure and available. Cloud Computing eliminates risk by managing and protecting hardware and software in the Cloud, while delivering software to remote locations such as job sites.
**Mobile Field Manager** Mobile Field Manager is a mobile application suite designed to track and record time, equipment, and production hours from remote locations. The product allows users to accurately track and provide real-time visibility from any location at any time of the day. Field teams enter information on Android or iOS smartphones or tablets and send that data to be reviewed and approved by the office.

**History**

Viewpoint Construction Software, a Division of Coaxis, Inc.

1976 – Founded as Advanced Business Computers by Ken Murray and Leif Herrington
1983 – Began to specialize exclusively in the construction industry, changed name to Bidtek
1987 – Purchased by Convergent Technologies; Ported software to UNIX
1988 – Unisys buys Convergent Technologies and begins divesting companies
1990 – Jay Haladay and Mark Fenimore purchase the companies Bidtek, In*Sight and CPAS and name the holding corporation COAXIS
1991 – Jay Haladay and Mark Fenimore split and Bidtek and In*Sight are owned exclusively by Jay Haladay
2003 – Company name changes from Bidtek to Viewpoint Construction Software
2008 – In*Sight is sold; Viewpoint Construction Software is exclusive focus of COAXIS.
2010 – Viewpoint Construction Software achieves 42% growth and increased market share